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Public Shaming: Milton and the English People
Courtney O. Carlisle
University of Wyoming
“Public Shaming: Milton and the English People” discusses the role of
shame and its performance in John Milton’s First and Second Defence of
the People of England. As Milton attempts to shame Salmasius and More,
he focuses on bodies and their relationship to shame. For Milton, shame
should be morally productive—it is meant to produce a sense of selfconsciousness and an appropriate moral awareness. Milton argues that
Salmasius and More are shameless and therefore not self-conscious or
morally aware. Involved with shame and self-consciousness is a profound
awareness of one’s body and its relationship to others and to the environment. However, the shame that is performed on the part of Salmasius and
More isn’t the only shame that outlines self-consciousness. When Milton
creates the discourse surrounding Salmasius’ and More’s shamelessness,
his own sense of self is also called into play through the defense of himself
and the English people.

When Charles I was beheaded publicly in January 1649, Oliver
Cromwell and Parliament worked to fill in the space left by the execution of the English king. In the same year as Charles’ execution,
Milton was appointed to be the Secretary for Foreign Tongues, and
one of his first assignments was to defend the English against polemic attacks on the regicide. With the publication of Eikonoklastes,
Milton established his ability to defend England against such attacks
raging about the execution of the king.
Milton continued to defend England, her new government,
and her people with The First Defense of the English People, in
response to an attack from Claudius Salmasius. Published in 1651,
The First Defence of the English People began a public shaming that
involved Milton, those he was writing in response to, Salmasius and
More, and the larger bodies of the English people and those who opposed the ideals of the English Revolution. After this, in 1652, a new
attack on the English people appeared, supposedly written by Alexander More, an associate of Salmasius. Milton responded with The
Second Defence of the English People, published in 1654, attacking both the deceased Salmasius and his associate More, continuing
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the public shaming that had begun in The First Defence. However,
this second attack was not actually written by More. It was, instead,
written by an English Royalist named Peter du Moulin. Milton’s
mistake of directing The Second Defence to More rather than du
Moulin was shameful, but it was a relatively small shame compared
to the shame that many considered the regicide to be.
The production and analysis of shame in The Defences focuses on bodies. Although there are many bodies involved in The
Defences, both physical and textual, the bodies that I will focus on
here are the bodies of More, Salmasius, and Milton. The primary
cause of shame is the body, particularly its connection with self and
identity, or its position in the social sphere. Shame arises most often when the body’s performance of self and identity break down
or when that performance fails to satisfy cultural expectations and
standards. Milton seeks to project shame onto his opponents, but the
examination of shame shows that Salmasius and More were not the
only shameful bodies in The Defences. Milton’s body and thus his
identity, too, were also potentially shameful,1 even though he tried
to portray himself as shamefast2 and invulnerable. Milton’s position
of writing The Defences was shameful, not only because he misdirected The Second Defence, but also because of his body and role
as Secretary in Cromwell’s government defending a regicide. This
raises questions of cultural or national shame. Milton was not merely
defending himself against attacks meant to induce personal shame,
but he also defended the body of English people against those same
attacks that asserted regicide is a nationally shameful act.
1 Shameless, as per the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), can be defined as: “lacking
shame, destitute of feelings of modesty; impudent, audacious, immodest; insensible to disgrace.” Its etymology is Old English. Current uses of “shameless” suggest that it can be
either a positive or negative thing (particularly since “shamefast,” see below, isn’t used
anymore). However, I will be using “shameless” to describe a negative behavior.
2 Shamefast, as per the OED, can be defined as: “bashful, modest. In a good or neutral
sense: Modest or virtuous in behaviour and character. In a depreciatory sense: Shy, awkward in the company of others, ‘sheepish.’” It can also be defined as “ashamed, abashed,
full of shame.” Its etymology is also Old English, and fell out of use predominantly after
the Seventeenth Century, although there are recorded uses of it into the Nineteenth Century. “Shamefast” will be used to describe a positive behavior.
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Salmasius, More, and Milton, as well as the larger bodies
of the people they wrote for, were particularly invested in the performance of self. Because they were particularly interested and invested in themselves, one of their primary causes of shame centered
around the body and the body’s connection with self and identity,
particularly the position of the body, the self, and identity in a social
sphere. Silvan Tomkins, one of the primary theorists of affect, argues in Affect Imagery Consciousness that shame arises when interest or excitement is interrupted. Tomkins holds that a few areas of
interest particularly allow for shame.
One of his subtitles reads, “Work, Love, the Body, the Self
as Major Objects of Investment of Interest-Excitement and Enjoyment-Joy and as a Major Source of Shame-Humiliation.”3 As the
subtitle indicates, work, love, bodies, and selves are all objects or areas of our lives in which we invest much of our interest. For Milton,
writing The Defences incorporated work, love, bodies, and selves.
When interest in any of these areas was interrupted, shame entered.
Because the bodies of Salmasius, More, and Milton were inextricably tied up with identity, multiple aspects of their bodies could
trigger shame. Milton attempted to produce shame in Salmasius
and More by accusing More of being a hermaphrodite. Yet, when
Milton’s accusations failed to produce the expected shame, Milton
attacked his enemies’ shamelessness. As Milton set Salmasius and
More up as shameless, he attempted to construct himself as shamefast. However, in doing so Milton revealed his own anxieties about
his own body and potential for shame.
Milton played on the body as shameful, constructing the
bodies of his attackers as a vital source of shame. In The Second
Defence of the English People Milton described a love affair between More and Pontia, one of Salmasius’ maids, which left Pontia
pregnant and disgraced without any support from either More or
Salmasius. It is a story Milton viciously and publicly wrote about,
meaning to draw the reader’s attention towards the shameful, sexual
bodies of Salmasius and More, particularly More. He wrote, “In
the meantime, Salmasius, not unlike in face to Salmasis, (for as the
3 Tomkins, Affect Imagery Consciousness, 2.389.
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name, so the tale is not inapt) unconscious that More, whom he had
associated to himself, was an hermaphrodite, alike capable of procreation and of parturition, not aware of what More had begotten at
home, he fondles in ecstasy what he had brought forth.”4 Because of
this description, More was suddenly no longer male. However, he
was not just ‘not male,’ but he was also ‘not female,’ either. More,
rather than being relegated to femaleness – a culturally legible gender, if lower on the hierarchical structure than maleness—has become relegated to a liminal space. More was not ‘either/or,’ but was
instead ‘hermaphrodite,’ an unacceptable combination of both. Ruth
Gilbert, in her article “Seeing and Knowing: Science, Pornography
and Early Modern Hermaphrodites,” writes that:
Hermaphroditic individuals evoked a mixture of disgust and desire, fear and fascination, which positioned them at the border of
the human. As they occupied a vulnerable threshold between male
and female, human and monstrous, fact and fantasy, hermaphrodites were in many ways the consummate objects of a scientific
scrutiny which could not, however, be easily separated from the
prurient curiosity of popular entertainments and erotic objectification.5

To be hermaphroditic—to be both—made More a physical, sexual, medical, scientific anomaly. More’s body, through Milton’s description, became something unexpected and disruptive. It does not
matter if Milton was accurate in his description of their bodies; what
matters here is Milton’s rhetorical ability to establish the attackers
immediately as ‘other,’ a shameful positioning within society. While
Milton emphasized More’s body throughout this quotation, the liminality that Milton ascribed to More extended to Salmasius, even
though Salmasius was “unconscious” of More’s actions. By virtue
of association with More’s hermaphroditic body, Salmasius became
4 Milton, Second Defence, 329. Milton manipulated his reference to the Salmacis / Hermaphroditos myth, allowing the audience to further contextualize the relationship between
Salmasius and More. Milton feminized Salmasius by using this myth as well, because
Salmacis was a water nymph, who attempted to seduce Hermaphroditos but was rejected.
Salmacis asked (while attempting to rape Hermaphroditos) that they would never be separated, and so their bodies were blended into one.
5 Gilbert, “Seeing and Knowing,” 150.
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liminal and shameful as well. The shamefulness and liminality of
their bodies affected their identities as well, and so with Milton’s
suggestion that Salmasius’ and More’s bodies were out of place and
disfigured, their identities became out of place and disfigured.
Despite all of the shame that Milton attempted to heap upon
Salmasius and More, they remained, according to Milton, impertinently shameless. Milton told Salmasius that he was a “shameless
disreputable foulmouth!”6 Although “disreputable” and “foulmouth”
are the obvious insults in this phrase, “shameless” operates as an
insult as well. By labeling Salmasius as “shameless,” Milton insinuated that Salmasius and More should have been feeling shame, but
were not. Shamelessness is a source of shame on its own, because
being shameless when one ought to feel shame suggests that something is socially wrong. If, in a social setting, a person is behaving
shamefully but is unaware of doing so, social relationships become
strained and can disintegrate altogether. Furthermore, this state of
being unaware means that the person who ought to be feeling shame
is less than self-conscious and is inconsiderate of relationships with
others. By using “shameless” to intensify the insult of “disreputable foulmouth,” Milton was compounding shame: disrepute and
foulmouthed-ness are all conditions that should or often do cause
shame. Yet, in this situation, Salmasius and More remained shameless, suggesting that they did not care about the other people that
surrounded them.
This accusation of being shameless continues throughout
other moments of The Defences, although Milton expanded on the
reasons Salmasius and More should have felt shame. Milton wrote,
“I should tell you perhaps, if you were not who you are, that you
ought at length to be ashamed of your disgraceful double-dealing.
But you can sooner burst than blush, who long ago cast off shame for
profit.”7 Milton told Salmasius and More that they “ought at length
to be ashamed of your disgraceful double-dealing,” but emphasized
6 Milton, First Defence, 248.
7 Milton, First Defence, 207.
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that neither of them was actually ashamed. The “double-dealing”
that Milton identified was, like being disreputable and foulmouthed,
something that should have been shameful. Yet, somehow, Salmasius
and More were not ashamed of their actions and behavior.
Charles Darwin, in The Expression of the Emotions in Man
and Animals, suggests that “blushing is the most…human of all
expressions,”8 and so Milton’s accusation that Salmasius and More
could not blush begins to remove them even from the realm of the
human—or, at the very least, from having human emotions and
expressions. Milton continued to emphasize that this inability to
blush or be ashamed was ingrained into their essential selves: “if
you were not who you are … you ought at length to be ashamed.”
However, Salmasius and More have “long ago cast off shame for
profit,” forgoing a humanizing emotion for financial and perhaps
social gain. Such an accusation suggested that Salmasius and More
had sold their morals and prostituted their writing talents and reason
for money. Prostitution, in any fashion, is stigmatized and considered shameful.
Accusing Salmasius and More of prostitution was an insult
and a method of shaming that Milton continued to employ, commenting, “This is what that gang of renegades hired you–and hired
you cheap – to write; so that I shall not trouble myself to answer
you, who babble what you know nothing of, but I will answer them
that hired you.”9 Not only did Milton note that Salmasius and More
had sold themselves, he also stressed that they had done so cheaply.
Because they were effectively prostitutes, Milton chose to bypass
them and attack those who had hired them. If having sold themselves cheaply was not shame enough, the fact that Milton did not
think them worthy of response emphasizes and builds that shame.
While he disregarded Salmasius and More, Milton also insulted and
undermined the people who hired them to write, painting the whole
8 Darwin, The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals, 286.
9 Milton, First Defence, 236. Salmasius had been hired by Queen Christina of Sweden to
write the attack that led to The First Defence.
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opposing coalition as one held together by economic interests and
labeling them as “that gang of renegades.” This phrase summarized
the general feelings of the Royalists concerning the English revolutionaries after they had executed their divinely appointed king. By
using it, Milton redirected onto Salmasius, More, and their employers the very shame they intended for the English.
While Milton attempted to shame Salmasius and More
through both their shamelessness and their prostitution of themselves, he also attacked them for the deficiencies of their writing.
Milton marked that Salmasius’ writing was not achieving its purpose of making the English people ashamed of their regicide, remarking that, “You seem to me to approach this eleventh chapter,
Salmasius, though still unashamed, yet with some sense of your
inefficiency.”10 This certainly was not Milton’s only comment about
Salmasius’ writing as a whole; Milton savaged Salmasius and More
for their incorrect understanding of Latin grammar, the organization
of their arguments, and their weak evidence. Although Milton did
engage in vicious ad hominem attacks, he also worked through a
careful analysis and deconstruction of his opponents’ arguments. In
The First Defence, Milton wrote to Salmasius,
I am ashamed, and have long been weary, of your lies. Falsely
you declare it to be a principle of the English “That enemies are
rather to be spared than friends, and that because their king was
their friend they ought not to spare him.” You impudent liar, what
mortal ever heard this whimsy before you invented it? Yet we
overlook it, for this chapter did not as yet present that most egregious worn-out rhetorical cosmetic of yours, which you now for
the fifth time fetch out from the cabinets of your perfumery-shop,
and which before the end of your book is to be fetched thence ten
times – that stuff about the English being “fiercer than their mastiffs!” The English are not so much fiercer than their own mastiffs
as you are hungrier than any mad dog whatsoever, who with your
tough guts can bear to return again and again to the cabbage you
have so often vomited.11
10 Milton, First Defence, 293.
11 Milton, First Defence, 185.
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This quotation, initially claiming Milton’s own shame, actually brings the shame back around to the audience that Milton
directed The Defences to, and allows us to examine some of the
moments which are meant to be shameful for that audience. The
first, and perhaps most obvious, is Milton’s declaration that he was
ashamed. It seems that Milton’s claiming of shame in this quotation
is somewhat paradoxical, until we realize that Milton, by claiming
what Salmasius and More should be feeling but are not, was able
to emphasize his own openness to feeling shame and admitting his
faults. By being ashamed of Salmasius and More, Milton was further attempting to shame them and convince them to perform shame,
but because they refused to do so, Milton’s position would appear
all the stronger.
Milton continued to belittle Salmasius and More by aligning
Salmasius’ rhetoric with frivolities such as cosmetics and perfumes
which were, to further the shame, “worn-out” and “egregious.” The
shame associated with these worn-out cosmetics and perfumes was
certainly gendered, because it suggests that Salmasius and More
needed cosmetics and perfumes – items typically associated with
women, who were lower in the social hierarchy than males. With
the use of cosmetics and perfumes, Milton again called attention to
his opponents’ liminality: they were men who preened like women.
Cosmetics and perfumes were also used to cover up, and in some
sense, falsify one’s already shameful body in order to make it less
shameful either through being less ugly or less odorous.
The gendered moments in this quotation are not the only
ones that are meant to cause shame, however. Milton incorporated
food and eating habits, both of which connect to the body and its
functions, as well as odors associated with food, eating, and bodily functions. The eating that Milton discussed here is particularly
disgusting: a dog returning to its vomit, repeatedly. Food is often
associated with cultural norms, and where those norms come into
play, shame does as well. In Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy,
Performativity, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick notes that,
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Without positive affect, there can be no shame: only a scene that
offers you enjoyment or engages your interest can make you blush.
Similarly, only something you thought might delight or satisfy can
disgust. Both these affects produce bodily knowledges: disgust,
as when spitting out bad-tasting food, recognizes the difference
between inside and outside the body and what should and should
not be let in; shame, as precarious hyperreflexivity of the surface
of the body, can turn one inside out – or outside in.12

Although Sedgwick connects shame, interest, and positive
affect, she also notes that these moments of conflicted interest lead
to “bodily knowledges” of what is good or bad to eat. Sedgwick
uses the rather general “bad-tasting food” but when we substitute
the vomit that Milton used, we recognize that the bodily borders
Sedgwick discussed are further confused. The food that Sedgwick
mentions had not yet been incorporated fully into the body; the
vomit that Milton mentioned had already been part of the body and
had been rejected by it. The borders of outside/inside are made to
be even more blurry when vomit becomes food. By suggesting that
Salmasius and his associates were dogs and willing to eat their own
vomit (repeatedly), Milton broke down both cultural norms of what
was appropriate to eat, what it meant to be human, and what appropriately belonged to the inside and the outside of the body.
After accusations of hermaphroditism, name-calling, and
public shaming, Milton called down the wrath of God in order to
further shame Salmasius and More, exclaiming,
Let me, I say, be so far a prophet as to tell you that the vengeance
of God and man hangs over your head for so horrid a crime; although your casting down the whole human race under the feet of
tyrants, which is naught else than, as far as in your lies, condemning them to be thrown to the beasts of the amphitheatre, - this
monstrous wickedness is itself part of its own vengeance upon
you; and whithersoever on earth you flee, and wheresoever you
wander, will pursue you with its furies soon or late, and drive and
harass you with madness yet worse than now you rave with.13
12 Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, 116.
13 Milton, First Defence, 238.
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By involving religion and a vengeful God, Milton incorporated perhaps one of the most obvious performances of shame: religion.
If the social aspects of shame and shamelessness failed to
work on a temporal level, the threat of an angry God might work
on an eternal level. Milton calls to mind the religious aspects of
performance: ceremony, prophets, false-prophets, miracles, etc. In
asking to be considered a prophet, Milton immediately set himself
up in a publicly performative situation that brought attention to the
performer/prophet and allowed the performer/prophet to construct
the performance of the public bodies surrounding him. According to
the performer/prophet Milton, the bodies of Salmasius and More became wicked, guilty, and shameful. By contrast, Milton as prophet
sets himself up as a shamefast individual; although a prophet may be
flawed and mortal, he still presents and defends his God. This role of
flawed but sanctified prophet was a role Milton fully embraced.
Finally, towards the end of The Second Defence of the English People, Milton noted of Salmasius and More, “Nor do they yet
feel any shame.”14 Despite all of Milton’s attempts to make Salmasius and More recognize the errors of their ways in attacking the
English regicide, Salmasius and More failed to do so. Their failure
to align themselves with the ideals of the English Civil War suggested to Milton that Salmasius and More were unwilling to be humbled
and admit shame. Milton, then, made sure that his audience was
aware of the flaws in Salmasius’ and More’s beliefs. Milton emphasized the role of bodies in order to establish his attackers’ shame. In
doing so, he attempted to set up a strict binary of those who were
shameful because they were shameless, as opposed to those who
were shamefast.
Milton’s attempts to carry out this strict division continued
throughout both Defences, although they have their moments of
breaking down, particularly when Milton’s public shaming became
14 Milton, Second Defence, 377.
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extravagant15 and began to reflect back on him and his own pride.
When Milton accused Salmasius and More of “cast[ing] off shame
for profit” and prostituting their writing talents, he created an awkward moment where his insults might potentially backfire. Although
Milton did support the removal of Charles I, he wrote The Defences
not in the service of abstract idealism but at the behest of the Protectorate and its Parliament. Milton was paid for his work – and even as
his approval of the Protectorate waned, he retained his government
position and pay. Having been commissioned to write The Defences,
Milton proclaimed, “Let me therefore enter upon this noble cause
with cheerfulness grounded upon the assurance that on the other
side are cheating, and trickery, and ignorance and outlandishness,
and on my side the light of truth and reason, and the practice and
theory of the best historic ages.”16 Although Milton argued that his
position was more honorable than that of Salmasius and More, it is
important to note that the binary Milton set up between shamefulness and shamefastness was not nearly as clear as he—or his audience—would have liked it to be.
Milton’s use of the body–albeit an abstract, biased, and oftentimes dismembered body–helped more clearly to emphasize the
role of shame, both about his own body and the bodies of his opponents. Milton defended his own body in The Second Defence as a
site of shamefastness – his was a body that could not be shamed and
was not a source of shame. He described himself to his readership,
No one, who has only seen me, has ever to my knowledge, thought
me ugly: whether handsome or not, is a point I shall not determine. My stature, I own, is not tall; but may approach nearer to
the middle than to the small size…In my countenance…there still
remains a colour so very opposite to the bloodless and pale, that,
though turned of forty, there is scarcely any one who would not
think me younger by nearly ten years. It is equally untrue, that
either my body or my skin is shrivelled.17
15 The OED lists many definitions of “extravagant,” but one particularly helpful definition of extravagant is “widely divergent or discrepant (from, to); remote from, irrelevant or
foreign to a purpose or subject” as well as “varying widely from what is usual or proper;
unusual, abnormal, strange; unbecoming, unsuitable.” In many ways, Milton’s extreme
shaming and attacking of Salmasius and More suggest that Milton is out of control or
undisciplined.
16 Milton, First Defence, 103.
17 Milton, Second Defence, 337-8.
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Milton trod a very, very fine line between defending himself
from a shameful attack and revealing himself as a vain man. The revelation of vanity would have undermined Milton’s attempts to establish himself as shamefast. While Milton would not declare whether
he was handsome or not (it “[was] a point [he] shall not determine,”
after all), he made sure to emphasize that he was not ugly: he was
not “bloodless and pale;” neither body nor skin was “shriveled;” and
although he was not tall, he certainly was not short. Whether or not
Milton was describing himself accurately, he was presenting a particular performance of himself. By describing himself (or himself as
he would like others to see him), Milton projected his own body into
the drama of the polemic, rhetorical war between him, Salmasius,
and More. Rather than having an abstract author, the audience was
given a real person. Through describing and emphasizing his body,
Milton constructed and controlled his shame, even if he did tread the
line between shame and pride.
One such source of shame for Milton was his blindness. By
the time Milton wrote The Defences, he was nearly completely blind
and would often blame the advance of his blindness on the work
and the time he spent in writing The Defences. While we often laud
Milton for the work he accomplished while blind – such as Paradise
Lost—blindness in Milton’s time was much more stigmatized and
shameful than what we now consider. In the early modern period,
blindness was often associated with venereal diseases, particularly
syphilis. Although Milton’s blindness was probably genetic—he
notes that his mother had weak eyes and used spectacles—it allowed
others to criticize him for frequenting brothels and lacking sexual
self-discipline. It also meant that Milton was required to defend his
body in addition to and as part of the English people. “Let us come
now to the charges against me,” Milton wrote. “Can he [More] find
any thing to blame in my life or manners? Clearly nothing. What does
he do then? He does what none but a brute and barbarian would have
done; he upbraids me with my person, and with my blindness.”18
18 Milton, Second Defence, 337.
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Milton’s blindness was an intensely sore spot, something he
returned to again and again throughout both of The Defences. Indeed, it was justly a sore spot: an accusation of a lack of sexual
self-control was shameful, because it suggested Milton did not have
control over his body, self, or identity. Milton’s suggested lack of
control questioned his fitness to represent Cromwell’s government
and even the moral status of the government as a whole. When
an individual such as Milton failed to have proper self-discipline,
shame found a window in which to appear. Milton’s blindness left a
very large window in which shame did appear. Defending himself
and his blindness, Milton added, “Let me intreat that I may not be
misinterpreted, that I may not excite ill-will, that I may not give
offence, if I have spoken before, and if I shall speak again more
of myself than I could wish; that, if I cannot rescue my eyes from
blindness, my name from oblivion or calumny, I may at least be
able, in open day, to redeem my life from the dimness which is produced by a stain.”19
Milton was very aware that his blindness was an open space
into which his attackers could insert shame, and he attempted to
perform his body as unashamedly stainless—without shadow, sin,
or blush. The blush—one of the prime signifiers of shame—makes
the blusher profoundly aware of his or her body. Furthermore, the
body often reacts visibly to shame, besides just blushing. The body
attempts to remove itself from sight, by hanging the head and attempting to minimize itself. Darwin describes the reaction of shame
as such: “Under a keen sense of shame there is a strong desire for
concealment. We turn away the whole body, more especially the
face, which we endeavour in some manner to hide. An ashamed person can hardly endure to meet the gaze of those present, so that he
almost invariably casts down his eyes or looks askant.”20 In a public
and political setting, however, Milton could not conceal either his
blindness or his body when they caused him shame. Instead, he had
to find a way to work the shame into his performance of himself and
use it to his benefit.
19 Milton, Second Defence, 360.
20 Darwin, The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals, 295-6.
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Milton had a profound interest in the way he performed himself and his body. However, bodies often do the unexpected, such as
blush. The performance of self can conflict with the body’s imperatives and reactions. The performance of self does not always occur
in concert with the body; instead, such performance can go against
the body. Our interest in our performance of ourselves allows us the
opportunity to feel shame. Milton had no control over his blindness,
and so it interrupted his performance of himself. Because Milton’s
blindness was visible to others, he was subject to his enemies’ judgmental gaze. What makes The Defences particularly interesting is
that they combine both the private and the public. Private problems
and relationships became inextricably connected with public problems and relationships. The objects that would have caused shame
in a private sphere became objects that had the potential to cause
shame in a public sphere, such as Milton’s relationship with his
daughters, his marriages, or his blindness. His private shame became
public shame, and his public shame became private; the public and
the private both inhered in the body and thus shame moved between
the two realms. Milton’s blindness could not be hidden because it
was social. This sociality compounded the shamefulness of Milton’s
blind eyes and restricted body. Milton could be looked upon, but he
could not look upon others or respond to them visually.
The bodies of Salmasius, More, and Milton only begin to
reflect the moments of shame within The First and Second Defence
of the English People. The shame that Milton attempted to place on
Salmasius and More was connected to the community of bodies that
disapproved of England’s regicide. When he wrote The First and
Second Defence of the English People, Milton assumed there was
a larger body he wrote for. Milton not only wrote for the English
people, but was part of the composite body he defended against a
national and cultural shame that many other governments tried to
push onto the English people. Because Milton wrote The Defences
in order to explain and defend the English people’s choice to behead their monarch, he immediately acknowledged the possibility
of shame. Indeed, there was shame associated with beheading one’s
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king, particularly if the cultural belief was that the king was a divine
representative. Deliberately violating the European cultural norm of
having a monarch in charge of a kingdom was a prime moment for
cultural shame.
Yet, Milton argued that the English people—himself included—should not have felt shame at that moment, because there was
something even more shameful than removing the head of one’s
king and country. Milton argued that Charles I was a tyrant and as
such was a source of shame for England and her entire body politic. Had the English people allowed Charles I to continue to rule in
all his corrupt glory, they too would have been incriminated in the
cultural and national shame. Milton told Salmasius and More, “To
commit to any mortal creature a power over themselves on any other
terms than upon trust were extreme madness; nor is it credible that
any people since the creation of the world, who had freedom of will,
were ever so miserably silly as either to part with the power absolutely and entirely, or, having once entrusted it to their magistrates,
to recall it unto themselves without weightiest reasons.”21 By removing Charles I as the head of the government, the English people
were able to remove the source of shame and redeem themselves,
reasserting their political free will. Such reasoning helped to defend
against their cultural and national shame.
Milton’s position was, of course, unstable. Not only was he
defending himself and the English people against most of the governments in Europe, but his own “English people” were by no means
agreed that Charles I needed to be removed. Milton explained, “It
was the people; and in so doing they threw an intolerable yoke of
slavery from off their necks. Those very soldiers who you say did it
were not foreigners, but our own countrymen, and a great part of the
people, and they did it with the consent and at the desire of almost
all the rest of the people, and not without the authority of Parliament
itself.”22 For his argument, Milton had to pretend that the English
21 Milton, First Defence, 237-8.
22 Milton, First Defence, 236.
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people were mostly united and had come to a consensus concerning
the removal of Charles I. However, the fact that The Second Defence was written in response to an attack from an English royalist
(despite Milton’s beliefs that the foreign More23 wrote the attack)
demonstrates that such unity was merely a rhetorical performance
on Milton’s part. The construct of a unified English people was necessary for Milton’s case; if all of the English people did not agree
that Charles I should have been executed, then his defense against
shame would have become less convincing.
Although not everyone in a culture may accept cultural or
national shame, many of the things which cause shame are culturally or nationally ingrained. In her book, Blush: Faces of Shame,
Elspeth Probyn argues,
What makes shame remarkable is that it reveals with precision our
values, hopes, and aspirations, beyond the generalities of good
manners and cultural norms. For instance, sexuality is widely held
as an area ripe for shame. But it’s not a site of shame, or not the
same site of shame, for everyone…And those things that do make
us ashamed often reveal deep worries and concerns. Again, interest is the key to understanding shame, and shame reminds us with
urgency what we are interested in. Shame reminds us about the
promises we keep to ourselves.24

As Probyn notes, certain things do not cause shame in everyone or in the same way, but she significantly insists that, “Those
things that do make us ashamed often reveal deep worries and concerns.” These “deep worries and concerns” are often more culturally
widespread than they are individual. Such worries and concerns are
often cultural expectations for how one’s body and self should be
performed. What causes shame is often not just individual but is
instead shared between groups of those individuals. Had the English
people, as a conglomerate self, failed ethically in beheading Charles
I, shame certainly would have been the result. Milton, however, argued that the English people did not fail and therefore should not
have felt shame. The potential for shame, though, was clearly noted
in Milton’s vehemence and in the need for a defense.
23 More was Franco-Scottish; Salmasius was French.
24 Probyn, Blush, x
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As Milton attempted to defend himself against the shame
others were trying to place on him, he also defended the bodies and
the body of the English people against a cultural or national shame.
While Milton attempted to force Salmasius and More to perform
shame (and criticized and shamed them further when they did not
perform shame to his satisfaction), he himself performed shamefastness, both on his own behalf and on behalf of the English people.
Attempting to shame Salmasius and More, Milton read their bodies
as shameful texts. However, these performances were not as strictly
defined as Milton attempted to make them, and this led to instability in his binary opposition between the categories of shameless
and shamefast. Milton’s two prose tracts emphasize the importance
of shame in delineating the connection between bodies, selves, and
identities in addition to the wider relationships of those bodies within a public and social sphere.
Courtney O. Carlisle received her B.A. in 2011 and her M.A. in 2011 from
the University of Wyoming, both in English Literature. She has taught as
an Assistant Lecturer for the University of Wyoming’s Department of English and is currently teaching for the University of Wyoming’s Honors Program. She is looking forward to entering a Ph.D. program and continuing
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